UNODC LEADING THE INTEGRATED GLOBAL RESPONSE TO THE OPIOID CRISIS

PILLAR 1
EARLY WARNING AND TREND ANALYSIS

PILLAR 2
RATIONAL PRESCRIBING AND ACCESS TO OPIOIDS

PILLAR 3
STRENGTHENING AND SUPPORTING PREVENTION AND TREATMENT INCLUDING OPIOID OVERDOSE

PILLAR 4
INTERNATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OPERATIONS TO DISRUPT TRAFFICKING

PILLAR 5
STRENGTHENING COUNTER NARCOTIC CAPACITY AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Funds Raised to Date: $7.28 million

- Strengthening responses in Southeast Asia and the Pacific: $775,200
- Strengthening prevention & treatment including opioid overdose: $440,000
- Strengthening international cooperation: $53,600
- Strengthening capacity to disrupt online trafficking: $402,300
- Securing freight trade from drug trafficking: $499,400
- Law enforcement operations to disrupt trafficking: $1.47 million
- Raising awareness & sharing best practices: $276,200
- Building capacity for forensic drug analysis & identification: $1.61 million
- Supporting early warning and operational responses: $1.75 million

Toolkit on Synthetic Drugs

- 2,900 people reached
- 1,500 users
- 4 modules in development
- 208 resources
- 282 collaborating laboratories in 90 countries

One objective...Quality forensics

Latin American Focus

- 17 countries supported
- 60 law enforcement, forensic & customs officers trained
- 34 advanced drug identification devices provided

Donor | UNODC Leading International Collaborations